What you might need:
Flashlight
Drinking water………. there are several 5 gallon containers to get water in Eagle Nest or take bottle water
Bedding/Towels ..some there, but you may need full size sheets and bath towels
VCR movies….the tv’s not great and only get a fuzzy Ch 20…..should take some movies or can rent
in Eagle Nest or Angel Fire
Bat in the cabin…..from time to time a bat has managed to find it’s way into to the cabin. No they
Do not suck blood or wear capes and turn into vampires. Should you encounter one there is a
Net by the backdoor to catch the little critter in……..just let him/her go outside !!!
Food . we find it best to take food that’s easy to prepare, sandwich, casseroles snack food, pbtr & jelly
We don’t have 220v ran for electric stove in the kitchen yet……….
We do have a large George Foreman to cook hamburger patties or chicken breasts and it makes a
great grill cheese or ham/cheese ………….
There is a charcoal grill but because of the fire danger please do NOT use outdoor cooker…..
There is a microwave ………. Good to take casseroles, cobblers, etc that can just be warmed up

Arrival
NOTE: because we only have one breaker box currently for the cabin…..you may trip a breaker, if
you do………you may need to turn off some other electric items ………
ELECTRICITY
1) Turn on the Main Electric Breaker at the pole outside the back of the cabin
2) Inside the backdoor to the right……….there is a breaker box
Turn on all breakers (this should turn on lights in each room and refrigerator)
WATER HOOK UP----don’t use this water for drinking !
1) The pump is under the stairwell in the bathroom and 2 bolts with wing nuts
2) Set the pump on the trailer mounting plate, then slide the white hose on the tank fitting, tighten
the hose clamp on the tank fitting
3) Put the wing nuts on to hold the pump in place………just have to be finger tight
4) Connect the water hose from the cabin to the pump valve, open the valve all the way
5) Open the valve (black one) on the water tank
6) Run the extension cord from the bathroom and plug in to the pump
The pump will run a minute until the pressure is reached and will then shut off
7) DO THIS LAST……….in the cabin upstairs between the white cabinet and couch…. there is a
black cord with yellow end………….plug it into the outlet ………….this is for the bath hot
water tank ………… WATER MUST BE IN THE TANK OR IT WILL RUIN IT !
If you are not sure, just turn on the hot water valve in the tub or bath vanity.

Chemical Toilets
Use the outhouse at your own risk !!!!
You probably shouldn’t have to do anything to these but use them !!!
The chemical toilets (one in the bath and in one bedroom) are ready to use.
And although it’s not “manly”…….. if the “boys” would sit to whiz ….it works best.
To use:
Pull out the handle in the center front of the toilet
This opens up the holding tank
Do your business …… if you need water, use the pump at the back of the toilet to pump in
Push the handle in to close off the holding tank
To empty:
Should the tank become full (can see the “red” indicator showing how full it is)
Turn the tank around
On the back, move the lever so that the top portion can be removed from the bottom
By the handle, carry the tank to the outhouse
Turn the large tube with the cap on it “out” away from the tank
Unscrew the cap, turn the spout down and press the “Release button” until empty
Replace the cap
Use the compost sack in the outhouse and poor a layer of compost over the top
Set the tank flat, place the top portion back on, making sure it locks
Under the bath vanity, get a packet of holding tank deodorizer
Open holding tank cover and pour in the contents
Use the water pump several time to add water to mix
It’s now ready to use again

LEAVING……..
Trash………. PLEASE take all trash out
use the dumpster at City Hall in Eagle Nest… turn North at the Gold Pan Restaurant 1 block
Refrigerator ……prop open the doors a little (can use a plastic cup)
Linens/Towels…..if you use some that are there, if you are coming back to Amarillo………we can get
them from you and have them ready the next time someone goes up
UNPLUG THE WATER HEATER CORD
Unplug the black cord with yellow plug between the couch and white cabinet upstairs
Water Tank
Unplug the electric cord at the tank
Open a water faucet in the cabin and let the pressure off the system
Turn off the valves ….black tank valve and brass valve on the pump
Disconnect the water hose from the tank
Electricity
LEAVE a light on in each room and the refrigerator plugged in
Turn off all breakers inside the cabin
Turn off Main Breaker at the pole, outside the cabin

